
LIFESTYLE ESSENTIALS 

Standard Hip Kit   
Contains: Long Handled Sponge, Poly Stocking 
Aid, Super Arm Reacher, Plastic Shoe Horn, Black 
Elastic Shoe Laces.

Hand Held Reacher
With a limited aluminum frame this reacher helps 
to eliminate bending and stretching. Only 7 oz of 
pressure required at trigger to close jaws. Avail-
able in 26.5” Long, 32” Long, 26.5”, Folding.

Long Handle Shoe Horn  
Prevents bending or stooping when putting on 
shoes. Won't snag socks or stockings. 23" long.

Long Handle Sponge  
Long handle is useful for personal bathing needs or  
household chores. Acrylic handle and is 24" long.

Dressing Stick 
18” or 24” shaft has a plastic coated “S” hook at one 
end on both models. Can be used for both pulling 
on and pushing off clothes.

Leg Lifter    
A simple way to help lift your leg. 36” long with 
hand and foot loops.

Sock Aid   
Makes it possible to put on stockings without bend-
ing. Stocking aid holds the sock open and allows 
the user to easily pull the sock or stocking up with 
minimal effort.

MOBILITY

PATIENT ROOM

Aluminum Rollator with Fold 
Up and Removable Back 
Support, Padded Seat, 6” 
Casters with Loop Locks
Combines the features of a rollator/
transport chair in one unit. An individ-
ual can ambulate independently or 
be pushed safely by a care giver.

Heavy Duty Walker with 
Wheels
For Bariatric use. Steel legs and side 
braces. Precision design  
provides additional strength while 
adding minimal weight.

Deluxe Folding Walker,  
Two Button with Wheels
Sturdy 1” diameter anodized,  
extruded aluminum construction 
ensures maximum strength while 
remaining lightweight.

Non-tilt Overbed Table  
Table top can be raised or lowered  
in infinite positions between 28”-45

Cruiser X4 Wheelchair
Weighs 34 pounds or less when 
properly equipped in the basic 
configuration (Excluding front rigging). 
Easy to propel and transport. Frame 
style eliminates seat guides and 
allows for custom backs and 
accessories.

BEDS

Delta™ Ultra- Light 1000, 
Semi-Electric Bed
The Delta 1000 is truly universal 
because the bed frame can be used 
with Drive’s and most other manufac-
turers’ bed ends, old and new.
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BATH SAFETY

Bath Bench without Back 
Height adjustable angled legs with suction style tips 
provide additional stability. Easy snap together assem-
bly, seat and legs.

Bath Bench with Back 
Height adjustable angled legs with suction style tips 
provide additional stability. Easy tool-free assembly of 
back, seat and legs.

HD Bath Bench with Back
500 lb. weight capacity. Aluminum frame is lightweight,  
durable and corrosion proof. Also available without 
back.

Portable Shower Bench
One-piece shower bench adds convenience, comfort 
and safety to the bathroom.

Raised Toilet Seat w/ EZ Lock
Designed for individuals who have  
difficulty sitting down or standing up 
from the toilet.

Molded Raised Toilet Seat 
Designed for individuals who have 
difficulty sitting down, or getting up 
from the toilet.

Clamp On Tub Rail
Durable, white powder-coated steel 
construction is attractive and easy-
to-clean. 14” - 17” height adjustment.

Padded Transfer Bench 
Comfortable cushioned seat and backrest.
“A” frame construction provides additional stability.

Transfer Bench
New “A” frame construction provides additional 
stability. Height   adjusts in 1/2” increments with unique 
“Dual Column” extension legs.

Commodes

HD Transfer Bench 
500 lb. Weight Capacity. New “A” frame construction  
provides additional stability. Height adjusts in 1/2”  
increments with unique “Dual Column” extension legs.

Raised Toilet Seat with 
Arms 
Designed for individuals who have  
difficulty sitting down, or getting up 
from the toilet.

Toilet Safety Frame  
Anodized aluminum is sturdy and 
lightweight. Arms are height and width 
adjustable.

Heavy Duty Commode 
650 lb weight capacity. Easily opens 
and folds. Folds flat for convenient 
storage and transportation.

Premium Series Bath  
Bench with Back and Arms 
Easy tool free height adjustment with height indicator.  
Enhanced comfort seat fits all shapes and sizes

Hand Held Shower with 
Diverter
Comes with diverter valve that allows 
either the regular shower head to 
operate or be used as a hand held  
shower spray.

3-in-1 Commode
Easily opens and folds. Folds flat for 
convenient storage and transportation. 
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